# Retrospectives

## What is a retrospective?

A ritual in which the project community:

- Harvests the collective wisdom of the community
- Tells the truth without blame or judgment
- Identifies what to appreciate and improve
- Generates insights that could potentially benefit the product
- Commits to actions to improve, change, or try

The insights gained from retrospectives are the basis for starting again.

Applying retrospectives to timeframes like iterations in agile development was spawned at in an Open Space sessions at the 2003 Workshop Facilitators Gathering.

## Value Proposition

Retrospectives: *your team’s best (and least expensive way) to learn.*

## You Have to Slow Down to Speed Up

Adults are pragmatic learners -- we learn best in supportive environments with our own experiences (e.g. act → reflect → integrate).

It is much easier to identify another’s foolishness than to recognize one’s own. This is the *Law of Wisdom Acquisition*. Humans need rituals to do this.

Retrospectives are not the classic “lessons learned”. They focus on the big picture learning, address the “tough stuff” that really make projects successful, and generate actions for change.

## Five Key Questions

(adapted from Norm Kerth*)

1. What did we do well, that we might forget to do next time, if we don’t discuss it?
2. What did we learn?
3. What should we do differently next time?
4. What still puzzles us?
5. What needs more discussion?

## Kerth’s Prime Directive

“Regardless of what we discover, we understand and truly believe that everyone did the best job they could, given what they knew at the time, their skills and abilities, the resources available, and the situation at hand.”

## Structure for a Retro

**Set the Stage [Readying]:** collect data prior to the retro, kick-off the session: define success, create safety

**Gather Data [Past]:** recreate the story, share a common pool of qualitative and quantitative data

**Generate Insights [Present]:** interpret the data, understand the big picture, answer the five questions, reflect on facts and feelings

**Decide what to Do [Future]:** select what to change, improve, or try—along with concrete implementation actions

**Close [Retrospect the Retrospective]:** reflect on the retrospective process, identify how to improve future retrospectives

## Websites

- [http://www.retrospectivefacilitatorgathering.org](http://www.retrospectivefacilitatorgathering.org) / (scenes from some of the annual gatherings, since 2002).
- [https://retromat.org/en](https://retromat.org/en) home of “Retromat”, with activities by retro phase
### Websites continued


### When do Retros?

Interim and Ongoing Retrospectives provide the greatest payback. Types:
- "Heartbeat": time-based, e.g. weekly, bi-weekly, monthly iterations, sprints
- "Work Chunk": milestone-based, or other non-regular cadence
- "Custom": event based, e.g. product launch, hypothesis test, merger, disaster

End-of-project or product retrospectives are for a project, program, product (retirement)

### Books


### Selected Articles and Papers


### Virtual Retro Tools

- [https://conteneo.co/](https://conteneo.co/) (find the retro frameworks) | [https://www.goreflect.com/](https://www.goreflect.com/) | [postFacto.io](https://postFacto.io)
- Online collaboration tools you can adapt for your retrospective needs, include: [https://mural.co/](https://mural.co/) | [https://realtimboard.com/](https://realtimboard.com/) | [https://www.stormboard.com/](https://www.stormboard.com/)